INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL
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Pathogenic microorganisms, including those which are multi-resistant to anti-infectious products,
can persist, often over long periods, in a poorly or badly cleaned hospital environment. Cleaning
always entails detergents, and often disinfection. Disinfection is only optimal if the detergence
has also been optimal. The main techniques entail use of often complex products and combined
detergent-disinfectant products, of bleach and water vapor. The selection process should take
into account the effectiveness of products and technical tools, their cost, the feasibility of their
implementation, and their innocuousness for cleaning personnel, patients and the environment.
Staff training is the cornerstone of effective realization of satisfactory safety conditions.

The role of the environment in cross-transmission
and infectious disease outbreaks

or carbapenemases, or glycopeptide-resistant Enterococcus
faecium (ERG), whose presence in the environment is well

The role of the environment in the spread of infectious established (10). As they are part of the intestinal microbiota,
diseases, especially enteric diseases, has been known for a dissemination of these species is favoured by a lack of personal
long time in community outbreaks. In hospital structures, the hygiene and hand hygiene (real “dirty hands” diseases), but
role of surfaces and objects contaminated by bacteria (1, 2), also by frequent clinical situations in our patients, such as
such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), has diarrhea and faecal incontinence. It is the same for intestinal
been amply demonstrated (3, 4), particularly in the occurrence pathogenic viruses, such as Norovirus (11, 12). The sporeof epidemic outbreaks (5). The control of cross-transmission of forming anaerobic bacteria (Clostridium difficile), due to their
MRSA has especially benefited from improved hand hygiene low sensitivity to conventional cleaning processes, are a real
with the development of hydro-alcohol hand rubbing and from problem, the source of many epidemics and large amounts
sanitizing the hospital environment, the latter deserving more of antibiotics prescriptions, in particular glycopeptides (13,
attention than has been the case up to now (6).

14). The faecal peril is back. Finally, other pathogenic Gram-

But improving hand hygiene has not had the same impact negative bacilli, increasingly resistant to antibiotics, can also
on bacteria of intestinal origin, both because some of these colonize both dry environments (Acinetobacter baumannii), (15,
bacteria are not destroyed by alcohol (e.g., Clostridium difficile), 16) and wet environments (Pseudomonas aeruginosa), (17, 18).
and because the environmental contamination is much greater,

Multi-resistant bacteria have become a major challenge for

on account of the enormous inoculum which the intestinal public health as they may, whenever provoking illness, lead to
reservoir represents (109 to 1011 CFU / gram of faeces, including a therapeutic impasse for affected patients (already estimated
106 to 108 enterobacteria (7, 8), the multiplicity of bacterial to be causing hundreds of thousands of extra deaths per year,
species, as well as their ability to acquire resistances which are globally), so much so that WHO estimates that this problem
numerous as well as based on many various mechanisms. This is likely to question the most spectacular achievements of
is the case of bacteria, particularly Enterobacteriaceae, which medicine of the past half century.
secrete extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL) (9) and/

Many publications establish their presence in the
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environment of carrying patients and their persistence in the The choice of a product or procedure with physical
environment, in vegetative or spore form, and for significant and/or chemical biocidal properties
although variable periods, depending on the microorganism, Numerous procedures, with physical and/or chemical biocides
can range from days to even (and often) several months (19,

have been proposed. Disinfectant products are thus generally

20). A stay in the same room as a patient carrying MRSA tested according to standardized protocols, in the laboratory,
is a factor for MRSA acquisition (21). The increased risk of

usually with bacteria, viruses, yeasts and fungi spores,

acquisition of a microbial strain by a patient located in a

supposedly representative of pathogenic microorganisms

room immediately after a carrier-patient with this strain has

and in conditions also deemed representative (NF EN 14885,

also been demonstrated (21), more than double for those

October 2015). The biocidal activity in the medical field is

Gram-negative (ESBL, Acinetobacter, Pseudomonas) and

tested on microbial suspensions (Standard Phase I) in the

almost double for those Gram-positive (MRSA, glycopeptide- presence of interfering substances (Standard Phase II-1) or on
resistant enterococci) (22). The quality of cleaning at the time microorganisms deposited on a surface (Standard Phase II-2).
of patient departure is a key element in controlling the risk of The product can claim a “-cide” activity when it is able to ensure
cross-transmission, and the spread of antimicrobial resistance.

a population reduction at a level defined by the microorganism
and the relevant standard (5 log for bacteria). The actual

Increased attention is needed on the cleaning and
disinfection step process

comparison of their respective effectiveness is, however,

The problems caused by these bacteria are of concern not

conditions of use, on the ground, in real life situations.

only for the cleaning maintenance of surfaces near patients, or

complicated by the lack of standardization of the tests in real
Today, the choice of a product or procedure can thus only

that of mattresses (23), but also the management of excreta, be based on laboratory tests, far from reflecting the actual
including cleaning and disinfection of toilets, showers and conditions of use. In addition to its purchase price and staff
sinks (17). With the aim of containing the spread of multi-

time associated with the use, it should also take into account

resistant bacteria, increasing attention should be paid to these

the toxicity to users and the cost of individual protection

issues (24).

measures and equipment, as well as the environmental impact

We can only disinfect well that which is clean. When a
surface has a microbial population the acts of cleaning and

to air, and where appropriate, to the effluents.
Many “all in one” products, “detergents-disinfectants” or

disinfection aim at reducing, by successive steps, the number even “detergents-descalers-disinfectants”, are on the market,
of bacteria initially present at each step level; moreover, most

arousing a strong craze among hospital managers due to their

disinfecting agents’ effectiveness is reduced in the presence

alleged savings in labour time; however, they do not entail

of soils, whether organic and/or mineral. The cleaning step is a

a reduction stepwise as described above, and the method

key element to optimize, whenever necessary, the disinfection

of application does not provide for rinsing at any time. It is

step. Other factors may be involved, such as temperature and conceivable that actual efficiency in real usage is less than that
hardness of the water used for the possible dilution of products. observed in the laboratory. Their composition is often complex,
It is thus essential to perform the following successive steps:

they are not devoid of toxic risk for users (26, 27), their prices

J Humide cleaning with a detergent product so as to remove

remain high and they are not present in low-income countries,

soils by chemical and mechanical action and reduce the where sodium hypochlorite is still the main disinfectant used.
number of microorganisms, including those which adhere
to surfaces as biofilms. The role of biofilm on dry surfaces The case for bleach
and the loss of susceptibility to biocides is a booming topic

The market for sodium hypochlorite being essentially a domestic

(25). To date, standardized, pertinent and appropriate tests market, and in use for a very long time, manufacturers have not,
are lacking, leading to an obvious difficulty in the choice of to our knowledge, felt the need to make the tests described
products, often with cost as the sole criterion.
J Descaling: when it comes to faucets or fixtures, this step

above. It remains, however, the most effective disinfectant
(10, 28, 29, 30, 31), and the disinfectant recommended with

is important because of the negative interaction of these respect to the most epidemic-prone microorganisms and/or
deposits with biocides, and their role in biofilm formation.

those less sensitive to chemical processes, such as bacterial

J Rinsing: an indispensable addition to the removal of soils

spores (C. difficile) (10, 29) and filamentous spores (Aspergillus

and of some of the microorganisms, it helps to prevent the spp), naked virus (Norovirus) (30) or hemorrhagic fever viruses,
risk of incompatibility between products.

such as Ebola, which is an enveloped virus, yet with a high level

J Disinfection: its role significantly reduces the microbial of contamination, including faecal contamination (31). Sodium
populations still present after the cleaning step.
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“

shown to be time saving compared to the techniques used in
our establishment, storage is facilitated by the lack of storage

The procedure using steam with
punctually added hydrogen peroxide is
now also available, bringing a significant
expansion in its spectrum effectiveness:
efficiency is demonstrated for spores of
Bacillus cereus and C. difficile.

”

products, its only drawback is the need for an electrical
connection which can be a limiting factor in some countries or
under certain conditions.
The procedure using steam with punctually added hydrogen
peroxide is now also available, bringing a significant expansion
in its spectrum effectiveness: efficiency is demonstrated for
spores of Bacillus cereus and Clostridium difficile. The coupling
of procedures allows for a sporicidal efficiency with low doses
of hydrogen peroxide, in comparison with the doses used
to disinfect surfaces through air systems. Thus, repeated
measurements in environmental room settings in the course

in countries with high levels of hepatitis and HIV, notably as of utilisation, have found rates way below the reference
antimicrobial resistance includes the worrisome increase in HIV value limit, which is reassuring regarding the lack of toxicity
resistance to antiretrovirals. The rehabilitation of hypochlorite risk to personnel duly equipped with a surgical mask and
is a commonsense necessity in high-income countries where safety glasses. However, the addition of hydrogen peroxide
its reputation suffers from episodic consequences of misuse to water vapor seems to us to be warranted under certain
by users (release of chlorine gas by mixing the hypochlorite specific indications, for example, at the time of discharge from
with other products, poor conditions in solution preparations). hospitalization for a patient with an episode of Clostridium
Solutions such as wipes have sometimes been proposed to difficile diarrhea.
improve the satisfaction of staff and patients (33), but the

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these three

duration of activity has yet to be demonstrated. The training of methods.
staff responsible for cleaning, in both techniques and products

Other procedures are available, with or without human

is an imperative, a guarantee of efficiency and lack of accidents. presence: disinfection of surfaces through the air with
hydrogen peroxide mist (34–37), ultraviolet light (38–40),

Water vapor, a promising technique?

incorporation of biocide or metals (copper, silver, titanium

Already in full swing for its effectiveness in the detergency dioxide) having antimicrobial properties, in materials (door
step, water vapor has so far lacked standardized tests to also handles, paint and wall coverings, etc.) (41) electrolyzed water
demonstrate its action as a disinfectant. A specific working (42). However, their indications, feasibility and the conditions
group has been created within the French Agency for for their implementation, their effectiveness, short-term and
Standardization (AFNOR), and the standard is being validated, long-term, and the potential risks need to be better defined.
allowing for demonstration of a spectrum of activity in the
recommended conditions of use (suitable applicators, set The qualifications of the personnel in charge of

cleaning

speed).

Thus, preliminary tests were carried out which show The last – but not the least – element to consider is the
that water vapor is bactericidal, yeasticidal, fungicidal, and qualifications of the personnel in charge of cleaning. This
mycobactericidal on mandatory strains, as well as on multi- activity is wrongly not often taken into consideration, the task
antibiotic-resistant strains isolated in the course of clinical is being handed over to under-skilled or totally unskilled, poorly
practice in our hospital (pan-resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa, paid and unmotivated staff, either internal or outsourced
multi-resistant Acinetobacter baumanii, Extended Spectrum subcontractors. This leaves the cleaning personnel without
beta-lactamase

(ESBL)-producing

Klebsiella

pneumoniae, the keys to understanding the importance of their work for

carbapenemase carrying Enterobacter cloacae, and additional the institution; an importance not reflected in the organization
strains of interest (Geotrichum candidum, Aspergillus flavus) and of their training. Yet as powerful as the chosen bio cleaning
several viruses, including naked viruses (Murine Norovirus, procedure may be in a health institution, it will be nothing
Adenovirus Type 5 and Coronavirus) (Sanivap, biotech- without trained and motivated staff.
Germande, Fonderephar Nov. 2015, currently in publication).

The stabilization of cleaning crews, their professional

This process is completely safe for the environment and qualifications and their training, both initial and continuing, are
for staff (the risk of burns being mastered once the staff have crucial to the effectiveness of bio cleaning techniques (10, 23).
been trained in the use of the steam generator); it has been It is necessary to define a basic corpus of knowledge allowing
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Table 1: Summarizes the characteristics of these three methods

Steam

Techniques
and common
products

Detergents-disinfectants

Bleach

Composition

Varies, association with quaternary
Sodium hypochlorite
ammonium ± biguanides, isopropanol,
alkylamine, amino acid, hydrogen
peroxide, ethanol

Tap water
Possible addition of hydrogen peroxide

Efficiency

- Good disinfecting power in the
laboratory of products and solutions
of products (no standardized tests
on wipes at the present time for
mandatory strains)
- No stepwise reduction (in stages)
- No rinsing step

- Powerful Disinfectant,
- Reference vis-à-vis bacterial spores
(C. difficile), filamentous fungi
(Aspergillus), naked viruses (norovirus),
hemorrhagic fever viruses (Ebola)
- On stainless steel surfaces and
chrome, rinsing at the end of the
contact time

- Detergent, powerful scrub
- Effective disinfection, including for
multi-resistant bacteria and naked
viruses; extending the spectrum to
bacterial spores if adding hydrogen
peroxide.
- Any surface, material, equipment

Time Saved

2 or 3 steps in one

3 Steps Protocol
- Detergent-rinsing-chlorination

- Yes, when compared with a 3 steps
protocol

Cost

Products
- Ready to use products are generally
more expensive than those to be
diluted
- Personal protective equipment

Staff time
Personal protective equipment

-Initial unitary investment
-electricity

Ease of use

Products ready for use or to be diluted Users training on the dilutions, the use
Utilization:
and the protection of staff
- by spraying on wiping squares
- In the form of wipes ready for use

- The need for an electric power supply
and sufficient wiring
- User training: adaptation of the flow
rate, possibility of failure
- Traceability and maintenance of the
appliance

Ease of storage

- Risk of leakage
- Need for protection from light and
heat

-Storage of device and accessories

- Risk of leakage
- Need for protection from light and
heat

Toxicity to users - Irritation, drying or burning of the skin
and mucous membranes
- Sensitizing, allergy
- Respiratory symptoms (asthma)

- Irritation or even burning of the skin - Completely safe for steam alone
- If adding peroxide:skin and ocular
and mucous membranes
- Risk of release of chlorine when mixed mucosa irritation at high concentration
with other products

Environmental
toxicity

- Toxicity to aquatic organisms
whenever eliminated in effluents,
depending on the level of dilution

- Highly variable toxicity for aquatic
organisms when disposal in effluents

-Steam totally harmless

these personnel to understand the risk of acquiring potentially

special equipment (steam generators, for example), protective

pathogenic microorganisms, for themselves and for the patients,

clothing (and donning and doffing as needed) for users, proper

to understand the effectiveness of cleaning and disinfection of cleaning techniques, respecting the principle of gradual
surfaces and of the environment in reducing the risks, on the steps (the cleanest to the dirtiest) management of cleaning
one hand, and of the possible adverse health effects of multiple

and disinfection products supplies and stocks, maintenance

products in accordance with numerous active ingredients,

and storage of cleaning equipment, and waste disposal. The

more or less complex formulations, presentations such as mace, development of simple protocols and simple pictorial technical
liquids, concentrated powders, methods of preparation and specifications, will reinforce the knowledge acquired in their
application, ventilation and size of the premises, on the other practical implementation in everyday life. Finally, a regular
assessment of practical and visual results with feedback to the

hand (43) and the means to protect themselves.
Joint

work

between

hygienists

and

occupational

interested parties, should be a strong point in an institutional

physicians should define not only the content but also the quality approach.
most appropriate training methods, cognitive inputs and
practical implementation, either in real situation settings,

Conclusion

or by simulation: relevant choices in products, possible The hospital environment as a reservoir and source of crossdilutions, application methods (wipe, spray, etc.), use of transmission of microorganisms is a phenomenon that cannot
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be ignored. Along with hand hygiene, the importance of should encourage and strongly support improved cleaning and
which has been recognized as a central element in the fight disinfection practices in health facilities. n
against healthcare-associated infections and has led to the
implementation of specific prevention programmes, it is

Dr Sandra Figueira Ferraz Malavaud, MD, is a physician with

imperative today to see that cleaning and routine maintenance an additional specialization in public health and hospital hygiene,
of the hospital environment should become a major, cost- a Masters in Bacteriology and Virology, and a second Masters in
effective component in the control of healthcare-associated Microbial Ecology. She heads the Infection Control Department in
infections and rising antimicrobial resistance. It should focus on the CHU (University-Hospital Centre) of Toulouse-Rangueil, as well
safe techniques (efficacy, safety) and the less expensive ones. as in the Cancer University Institute-Oncopôle, France. Besides
Research must be intensified in this field, the actions of specific her full-time responsibilities in France, she regularly undertakes
training to become a priority in healthcare institutions. Finally, missions to advise and train low- and middle-income countries’
through clear recommendations and national prevention health systems for infection control, especially in Africa in the three
programmes adapted to local constraints, governments language regions (French, English and Portuguese speaking).
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